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propose a simplified version called Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) that reduces the computational complexity
of the algorithm to O(n · k), while still retaining most of the
discriminative power of the PFH.
A. Theoretical aspects

To simplify the histogram feature computation, we proceed
as follows: i) in a first step, for each query point p we
compute only the relationships (see Equation 1) between
itself and its neighbors – we will call this the Simplified
Point Feature Histogram (SPFH); ii) then in a second step,
for each point we re-determine its k neighbors and use the
neighboring SPFH values to weight the final histogram of p
(called FPFH):
k
1X 1
F P F H(p) = SP F (p) +
· SP F (pk ) (4)
k i=1 !k
where the weight !k represents the distance between query
point p and a neighbor point pk in a given metric space.

Unique Signatures of Histograms for Local Surface Description

C

B. Persistence analysis

Using the formulation presented in Section II-B, a set of
persistent features in the FPFH space can be determined.
Figure 6 presents the individually selected points for 3
different radii (from left to right) and the overall persistent
points (right) for the bunny00 dataset. A direct comparison
to the results presented in Figure 2 clarifies that most of
the discriminative power of the PFH has been retained, but
indubitably some fine details are lost, especially in the areas
of the bunny face and the front leg. This arises the question
whether the FPFH uncorrelated space will still retain the
necessary information for finding good correspondences for
registration, as the PFH does [2].
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where q is the number of quantums (i.e. subdivision intervals
in a feature’s value range) and d the number of features
selected (in our case: 53 = 125 bins). This can be described
as a subdivided 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 cube in 3 dimensions, where one
subdivision cell corresponds to a point having certain values
for its 3 features, hence leading to a fully correlated feature
space. Because of this however, our resulting histogram will
contain a lot of zero values (see Figure 3), and can thus
contribute to a certain degree of information redundancy in
the histogram space, as some of the subdivision cells of the
cube will never contain any values. A simplification of the
above is to decorrelate the values, that is to simply create d
separate feature histograms, one for each feature dimension,
and concatenate them together.

Based on these considerations, we propose a 3D descriptor
that encodes histograms of basic first-order differential entities
(i.e. the normals of the points within the support), which are
Fig. 5. The influence region diagram for a Fast Point Feature Histogram.
Each query point (red) is connected only to its direct k-neighbors (enclosed
more representative of the local structure of the surface comby the gray circle). Each direct neighbor is connected to its own neighbors
pared to plain 3D coordinates. The use of histograms brings in
and the resulted histograms are weighted together with the histogram of
Fig. 6. FPFH persistence over multiple scales for the bunny00 dataset.
the query point to form the FPFH. The connections marked with 2 will
the filtering effect required to achieve robustness to noise. Havcontribute to the FPFH twice.
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ing defined an unique and robust 3D local RF (see Sec. 3), it is
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A influence region diagram illustrating the FPFH
compu- C. Geometric
tation is presented in Figure 5. For a given query point pq ,
Similar to Figure 3, Figure 7 presents the FPFH signatures
possible to enhance the discriminative power of the descriptor
we first estimate its SPFH values by creating pairs between for points lying on the above mentioned geometric surfaces.
by introducing geometric information concerning the location
itself and its neighbors. We repeat this for all the points in the Because the feature values are no longer correlated and the
dataset, and then we re-weight the SPFH values of pk using FPFH space does not capture precisely all the information
of the points within the support, thereby mimicking a signaFig. 4. SignaturethestrucSPFH values of its neighbors, thus creating the FPFH for included in the PFH, the resulted histograms are no longer as
ture. This is done by first computing a set of local histograms
ture for SHOT pq . As the diagram shows, some of the value pairs will be informative. However, the assembled confusion matrix using
over the 3D volumes defined by a 3D grid superimposed on the
counted twice (marked with 2 in the figure). The differences the formulation in Equation 3 shows that the FPFH signatures
between PFH and FPFH are: i) the FPFH does not fully are still discriminative with regards to the underlying surface
support and then grouping together all local histograms to form
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2.2

Harmonic Shape Contexts

tablished and used to match surfaces independent of the
transformation between surfaces. Taken together, the
To compute harmonic shape contexts, we begin with the histogram described
points, normals and associated images make up our surabove for 3D shape contexts, but we use the bin values as samples to calculate
face representation. Fig. 1 shows the components of our
a spherical harmonic transformation for the shells and discard the original
his-matching representation.
surface
togram. The descriptor is a vector of the amplitudes of the transformation, which
Representing surfaces using a dense collection of points
are rotationally invariant in the azimuth direction, thus removing the degree
of because many 3D sensors and sensing algorithms
is feasible
freedom.
return a dense sampling of surface shape. Furthermore,
Any real function f (θ, φ) can be expressed as a sum of complex spherical
from sensor geometry and scanning patterns, the adjacency
harmonic basis functions Ylm .
on the surface of sensed 3D points can be established. Using
adjacency and position of sensed 3D points surface normal
can be computed. We use a polygonal surface mesh to combine information about the position of 3D surface points
and the adjacency of points on the surface. In a surface
mesh, the vertices of the surface mesh correspond to 3D
surface points, and the edges between vertices convey adja-
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Parameters of Shape Descriptors: This work uses the op
the descriptors available at the Point Cloud Library [30]. T
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fit the recommended values in the original formulations and
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number of bins determines the size of the descriptor and has an
Evaluation Results
and dimensionality of the classification problem. All parame
with surface normal) on the surface of an object. As in geometric hashing [18], the positions with respect to the basis
of other points on the surface of the object can then be described by two parameters. By accumulating these parameters in a 2D histogram, a descriptive image associated
with the oriented point is created. Because the image encodes the coordinates of points on the surface of an object
with respect to the local basis, it is a local description of the
global shape of the object and is invariant to rigid transformations. Since 3D points are described by images, we can
apply powerful techniques from 2D template matching and
pattern classification to the problem of surface matching.
The idea of matching points to match surfaces is not a
novel concept. Stein and Medioni [24] recognize 3D objects
by matching points using structural indexing and their
“splash” representation. Similarly, Chua and Jarvis match
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Conclusions
FPFH obtained high recall while having the advantage of being
compact and fast to compute.
Spin Images under-performed, specially recognizing buildings.

✴

SVM was the more effective classifier.

✴

Distribution-based descriptors effectively characterize the shape information in the PVM for object categorization.

